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Prashanti (Peacefulness)
From “Passages” by Ravi Shankar & Philip Glass, 1990
A four part orchestral collaboration.
This last part is a musical depiction of joyful people living in harmony.
Slowly, greed, envy, hatred and violence creep into their contented lives.
Out of this chaos a voice sings out in Vedic prayer, and a feeling of
spiritual awakening of peace and tranquility descends upon people's minds.
Click here for the 2017 performance with Anoushka Shankar. (10 minuets)
After enjoying the music, press the back arrow  to return to this document.
“Hey Nath,
hama para kripa kijiye.
Door kara andhakar, gyan ka aloka dijiye,
hinsa dwesh lobha bamese chhin lijiye,
manamey prem shanti bhar dijiye.”
“Oh, Lord.
Be benevolent to us.
Drive the darkness away.
Shed upon us the light of wisdom.
Take the jealousy, envy, greed and anger from us,
and fill our hearts with love and peace.”
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Do you have any
greedy friends and relatives?
Have you watched them
destroy their families and others?
Learn why they became that way.
Discover what we need to do to
save our planet from a similar fate.

The Healing Greed Project
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The Healing Greed Project

Why

What

How

To help humanity
become conscious
to provide necessary
resources to create
an evolved, creative,
sustainable civilization
in balance with nature
for future generations
to thrive.

Provide education
about the origins,
cause, effects and
cure for greed –
the human foible
destroying
civilization and
the environment,
threatening the
extinction of
humanity.

Seek people to be
Global Promoters to
send this to two or
more family members,
friends, colleagues
and acquaintances,
and ask them to do
the same, explaining
why they need to
keep sharing this
information on
Transforming Greed.
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P ROMOTING THE
H EALING OF G REED
You send this to two or three
+ They send this to two or three
+ They send this to two or three
+ And on and on...
= Growing A Kind, Creative,
World Healing Community

The Healing Greed Project
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Organization, Promotion, Implementation
The Healing Greed Project is a 30-year process of
Global Education for sustainable global transformation,
growing through word-of-mouth referrals. We seek people who
see the need to transform greed and will share the information.
1. Read the document
2. Be a Global Promoter to help get the word out!!
3. Send this to two or more family members, friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, and ask them to do the
same, explaining why we all need to keep sharing
this information on Transforming Greed.
4. Together, we can reach the 9 billion people on Earth in 2050.
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671,088,640
1,342,177,280
2,684,354,560
5,368,709,120
10,737,418,240
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T HE O RIGINS , E FFECTS
& H EALING OF G REED
World Wealth Distribution
When was hoarding a good thing?
The Neuro-Science of Greed

Healing Greed to Create Abundant Earth

The Healing Greed Project
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Abundant Earth
Dear Friend of Earth & Humanity,
For millennia, the world has been controlled by greedy,
vicious tyrants, their selfish minions, and their brutal militaries.
They are sick, unevolved, show-off, egotists.
Unconscious, arrogant, unwise, foolish beings.
We who care deeply about the world,
may sometimes feel we are powerless to help humanity grow,
evolve in consciousness and help the world.
Each day, be open to the possibility of being peaceful, serene,
humble, grateful, compassionate and gently happy within.
May we all heal and continue to find a way to be useful
in helping evolve the consciousness of the people of the world.

Healing Greed Project
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Healing Greed
A phantom-like, insatiable feeling
creates an obsessive-compulsive drive
in some people to earn more and care less.
This project
seeks to understand
t h e c a u s e a n d e ff e c t o f g r e e d ,
and what can be done to heal this
dysfunctional condition that has
plagued humanity for eons.
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The Value System of Greed
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Core Values: Egocentric, exploitative, manipulative.
Paradigm: Power: “I determine”
Worldview: The world is a jungle. Survival of the fittest.
Life Motto: “I am taking charge without taking others into account.”
Life Theme: Immediate gratification of impulses and senses and
fight for my own interest.
Life Philosophy: I only trust myself and what I want, I want now.
The world is a jungle full of threats and predators.
Break free from any domination or constraint to please self
as self desires.
Stands tall, expects attention, demands respect, and calls the shots.
Enjoys self to the fullest right now without guilt or remorse.
Conquers, out-foxes, and dominates other aggressive characters.
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World Wealth
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World Population

Owns World Wealth

1% of population

50% of world wealth

8.6% of population

85.6% of world wealth

70% of population

2.6% of world wealth

Estimate
70% of world population have no investments
30% increase wealth through financial investments
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The Haves & Have Nots
•

In 2017, 82% of the wealth generated went to the richest 1%
of the global population, while the 50%, 3.7 billion people who
make up the poorest half of the world, saw no increase in
their wealth.

•

Billionaire wealth has risen by an annual average of 13% since
2010 – six times faster than the wages of ordinary workers,
which have risen by a yearly average of just 2%.

•

The number of billionaires rose at an unprecedented rate
of one every two days between March 2016 and March 2017.
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Can Artificial Intelligence
Figure Out A Way Past Greed?
• There will be people trying to use Artificial
Intelligence to manipulate it toward greed.
• The wealth gap will grow wider and wider.
• With A.I., 10% of the world’s population will
soon own 90% of world wealth.
• Their greed-desire prevent them from seeking
to solve global problems.
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The Causes
of Greed
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What Is Greed?
• Greed is a type of mental, emotional and
social illness.
• Greed is characterized by obsessivecompulsive money-making.
• Greed is concerned with hoarding and
not caring about, and for, others.
• Greedy people do not use money to
share, develop, create, support and be
responsive to others.
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Where Does Greed Come From?
Why Are Humans Greedy?
• Greed is a human design flaw.
• Historically, it started with scarcity thinking, thus
acquiring more, and hording, was originally functional.
• But 200,000 years later, some humans have all they could
ever need, but they can’t shut off their desire
for money-making and other material acquisitions.
• By this time, they no longer need neighbors to feel safe,
and to survive, so they stop caring about others to help
each other survive.
• They have become emotionally and socially disconnected.
• The numbers tell them they are valuable.
It is a trick of the mind.
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Emotions & Greed
• Greed may be fostered in a demanding home environment
that aggressively pushes worth above emotional wellness
in children.
• The immature stagnation of insecurities can then freeze
an emotionally damaged child in preadolescent trauma.
• Insatiable ego-driven parents, can lead to insatiable
ego-driven children.
• Emotionally crippled people may then embody extreme
narcissism.
• They may then use wealth and power to hide a
sadomasochistic torturing addiction.
• The greed of wealth can be a cover for emotions that
are insatiable.
Chris Martell
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Caring & Sharing
• Greed creates a need to blindly pursue more and more wealth.
• When some people have more than enough financial security,
greed may be experienced as a “phantom” feeling of emptiness.
• In an absurd, insatiable quest for more money, the feeling
includes a sense that they are somehow lacking if someone else
has more than them, or someone else is gaining on them.
• Consumed with greed, there may be a significant amount of
unexpressed anxiety in the person.
• The inability to share is associated with a sense of “loss”,
which is one of the strongest emotions.
• For some, greed is not relegated to just obsession with money,
it transfers to feelings of an unwillingness to share possessions
or friends.
Joyce Schneider
Better Brain Boot Camp
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Identity & Worth
“ Parents who
drill into their children that
achievement and wealth equal
the identify and worth of a person
set up a lifetime of doubt and stress,
establishing neural pathways that respond
with anxiety to having less than anyone,
creating in their children the need
for always getting more
and more .”
Joyce Schneider
Better Brain Boot Camp
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Understanding Greed Addiction
A person with a greed addiction hides
their fears, insecurities and inferiorities.
When they gain more and more wealth,
it gives them a temporary feeling of being high through
dopamine release when they gain more, adding to
a delusion of invincibility and superiority.
Their obsession with money and wealth
masks their true heart’s desire – tragically unknown to them –
for unconditional self-acceptance and love, emotional intimacy
and “rich,” satisfying relationships filled
with warmth and kindness.
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Brand Mind Tricks

Brands = Status
Brands = Access to Fitting In the Group
Brands = Confidence
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The Effects
of Greed
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Negative

Greed

Wellness

Market
Controlled
May Have Negative
Ideas About Money
May Have
Low Self-Esteem
May Feel
Not Good Enough
May Have Unhealthy
Relationships
May Isolate

Ego-Driven,
Competitive
Compulsive
Money-Making
Self-Centered,
Smug, Arrogant
May Feel
Better Than Others
May Socialize with
Greedy Others
May Exclude
Others Should
Stand On Own Feet
Win-Lose,
Greedy

Mindful,
Collaborative
Positive Financial
Development
Healthy
Self-Esteem
Feels Equal
to Others
Helpful, Healthy
Relationships
Socializes
Contributes to
Others’ Well-being
Win-Win,
Appropriately Generous

May Help Few
Lose-Win,
Unable to Be Generous
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Mindless

Greed
enables people in
government, business and investment
to destroy the planet for

paychecks or profit.
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The Effects of Greed
1
2
3
4
5

Greed
Selfishness
Underfunding of education
Harsh conditions
Growing up in dysfunctional
families

Compassion
Caring and sharing
Healthy funding of education
Healthy conditions
Growing up in peaceful, loving
families

6 Harsh treatment of children
and teenagers

Compassionate treatment of children
and teenagers

7 Growing up without compassion
and character

Growing up with compassion
and character

8 Multiplication of social problems
9 Lack of solving social problems
10 Growth in social deterioration
and cynicism

Addressing social problems
Solving social problems
Growth in social evolution
and confidence
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The Solutions
for Greed
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Involvement of the Greedy
To avoid social chaos, biospheric collapse,
over-heating and nuclear war,
we need to engage the greedy in creatively
solving the problem of the haves and the have-nots,
the marginalized, oppressed and impoverished.
To create an enlightened planet,
we need to help the greedy be more
curious, creative and engaged in helping
humanity and the rest of nature meet their needs.
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A BUNDANT E ARTH
When the Center help the Left and Right,
the world can be stabilized and made more livable.

Right

Center

Left

Mass Global
Immigration Concerns

Well-Educated,
Successful, Wealthier
with Access to Resources

World Peace

Self-Contained

Saving Nature

“In the past
we have done just
what benefited us.”

Health Care for All

Jobs for White Men
Deterioration
of the Family
Drain the Swamp
of Corrupt,
Self-Serving Politicians
& Lobbyists

Wealth-desire prevents
them from seeking to solve
environmental, social
justice, and other
global problems.

Affordable
Higher Education
Jobs for All
Racial & Gender Equality
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Why We Need A Growth In Consciousness?
4.

1.

2.

3.

Bankers and business people are stuck
in VALUES that only focus on WEALTH
GENERATION and POWER to create
5.
SYSTEMS THAT SERVE TO MAINTAIN
THEIR WEALTH.
Conservatives, liberals and
socialists are all stuck in CONFLICT
6.
CONSCIOUSNESS, seeking to just
win elections and defeat the other side.
We need humans to become more
7.
CONSCIOUS, COLLABORATIVE and
CO-CREATIVE, so we can save nature.

Unconscious people seem to love to
be competitive, undermine, obstruct
and ignore others' progress. Political
parties are a perfect example of WINLOSE, SEESAW OBSTRUCTIONISM
that is leading to global destruction.
We need to GROW THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE CENTER
so they are willing to HELP THE LEFT
AND RIGHT MEET THEIR NEEDS.
Around the world the wealthy have
accumulated at least $21 TRILLION
in secretive offshore accounts.
We need their hidden wealth to
help GROW THE CONSCIOUSNESS
OF HUMANITY to transform the world.
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Environmental Inputs Necessary for
Developing A “Healthy Brain”
2015 Avielle Foundation
research on “Brain Health” inputs needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A healthy family
Social / peer support
Nurturing
Good nutrition

5. Personal safety
6. Exercise
7. Educational media
(non-violent)

• These healthy inputs have not been available
for decades in poor neighborhoods of color.
• They are now not available to larger numbers
of white middle-class Americans.
• Beyond the 1 percent, more Americans are living
with the kind of neglect that is breeding violence.
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Increasing Violence
• With increased access to high-powered weapons, and
increase in cultural hostility (racial animus, abortion conflict,
gender rights conflicts, political polarization, misogyny and
misandry) mass shootings, by angry men, seems unstoppable.
• Mass killings are usually defined as four or more people
killed in a single incident.
The history of mass shootings in the U.S.
Mass Public Shootings per Decade:

1900s: 0
1910s: 2
1920s: 2
1930s: 9
1940s: 8

1950s: 1
1960s: 6
1970s: 13
1980s: 32
1990s: 42

2000s: 28
2011 to 2018:
there have
already been
50 mass killings
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Necessary Resources
• It is not enough to just win elections and
defeat the other side. Defeated sides just
keep undermining and obstructing each other.
• We need to grow the CONSCIOUSNESS of
the CENTER so they are willing to help the
LEFT and RIGHT meet their needs.
• Unless we expand the CONSCIOUSNESS of
the people in the CENTER to start helping the
people on the LEFT and RIGHT, there won’t be
enough resources to create a sustainable planet.
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What Will It Take To Really Save Our Planet?
1. Greed needs to be replaced with CONNECTION,
CARING, SHARING and CO-CREATIVITY in an
Abundant Earth System.
2. Artificial Intelligence needs to benefit Earth and
humanity, not only corporations and shareholders
who profit at the expense of the planet.
3. Humans need an upgrade to be WISER, more
CONSCIOUS, and more COMPASSIONATE.
4. We need a new breed of CONSCIOUS,
COMPASSIONATE, CREATIVE SERVANT LEADERS.
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Losers & Winners
• For some, the play of childhood, instead of leading to maturity,
work and life-long learning, turns to competitiveness and
wanting to "win" in the business world.
• An addiction to that viscerally exciting sense of winning can
lead to greed.
• Greedy people enjoy the "game" of making as much money
as possible.
• Greed makes us all losers, even the greedy, as we lose our planet.
• Making a lot of money, "winning“, can be quite exciting, but so
can "winning" the race to zero-carbon, non-combustion energy
and a just transition to renewable energy to safeguard the future.
Julie D. Johnston, BA, BEd, MAdEd
GreenHeart Education
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The Value System for a Better World
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core Values: Global view, renewal, compassion-in-action
Paradigm: Holistic: “We consciously, creatively, collaborate.”
World View: The world is a grid of mutually interdependent units,
which together form a holistic organism.
Life motto: “I manifest myself for the benefit of the good of all.”
Life Theme: A dynamic balance between being and becoming:
life is good as it is, and at the same time, everything must change.
Life Philosophy: Compassionate connections are necessary
to experience and embody wholeness and unity.
Development: Self is both distinct and a blended part of a larger,
compassionate whole. Spiritual intelligence, compassion,
mindfulness, presence and “resting in being”. Consciously choose
to work together to solve the large complex problems to serve
humanity and the Earth.
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Beyond the

profits and prizes
is a place of peace,
gratitude and

loving-kindness...
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How to Become a Conscious Person
A Conscious Person:
• Is open to feedback from others to learn more about themselves.
• Non-judgmentally, compassionately shares their thoughts, feelings
and needs, and makes reasonable requests.
• Uses self-observation, self-refection and self-inquiry to understand
their feelings, unconscious defense mechanisms, and lessons from
past experiences.
• Removes inner-blocks, gets completion on the past, takes self-inventory
of habits that need to be changed, and makes effort to improve one’s
self by developing better habits, traits and skills.
• Is open to learning, growing, changing and self-transformation
to be more conscious, compassionate, collaborative, communicative,
creative and co-creative.
• Values authenticity, integrity, aliveness, play, fun, flow, creativity,
expressiveness, gratitude, happiness, serenity, purpose, nature, the
evolution of consciousness and sustainability.
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Happiness

Gratitude

Clarity

Wisdom

Humility

Serenity
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7 Tips to Feeling Happier
1. If you are lonely and isolated, having someone to talk to
about your feelings can help you feel better.
2. Having positive self-talk, positive thinking, is helpful.
3. Comparing leads to despairing, so don’t compare yourself
to others.
4. Being grateful for what you have, for the blessings in your life,
can lead to feelings of happiness.
5. Doing Altruistic, Esteemable Acts leads to feeling good about
yourself because it activates the Pleasure-Happiness Center
in your brain.
6. Having loving, kind, compassionate, fun people in your life
feels good. Try to find some good people 
7. Being kind, compassionate, warm, loving, friendly and fun with
yourself feels good 

Developing
The Healing
Greed Project
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Having Love & Peace in Our Hearts
As we grow wiser, we see that
some people may have been lucky to have started out
being joyful, living in harmony with others, but
slowly, greed, envy, hatred and violence
may creep into their lives.

We also see that some,
even the rich and famous, can feel lonely and isolated.
We all need to heal and have love and peace
in our hearts again.
Please share this with others... thank you!
Together, we can transform the process of greed
to be a kinder, more sustainable, creative world!!

May our hearts be filled with love and peace.

The Healing Greed Project

Why

What

How

To help humanity
become conscious
to provide necessary
resources to create
an evolved, creative,
sustainable civilization
in balance with nature
for future generations
to thrive.

Provide education
about the origins,
cause, effects and
cure for greed –
the human foible
destroying
civilization and
the environment,
threatening the
extinction of
humanity.

Seek people to be
Global Promoters to
send this to two or
more family members,
friends, colleagues
and acquaintances,
and ask them to do
the same, explaining
why they need to
keep sharing this
information on
Transforming Greed.
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Organization, Promotion, Implementation
The Healing Greed Project is a 30-year process of
Global Education for sustainable global transformation,
growing through word-of-mouth referrals. We seek people who
see the need to transform greed and will share the information.
1. Read the document
2. Be a Global Promoter to help get the word out!!
3. Send this to two or more family members, friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, and ask them to do the
same, explaining why we all need to keep sharing
this information on Transforming Greed.
4. Together, we can reach the 9 billion people on Earth in 2050.
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167,772,160
334,544,320
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671,088,640
1,342,177,280
2,684,354,560
5,368,709,120
10,737,418,240
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Sanford Hinden
O r g a n i z e r, F a c i l i t a t o r
• Sandy has worked for over 45-years for peace, the environment,
culture, health and human services, and community and global
development as an administrator, program director, fundraiser,
group facilitator and community organizer.
• From 1998-2000 he coordinated Community Partners for
Coordinated Services for Suffolk Community Council,
connecting school and agency social workers to help in-need
and at-risk youth and families.
• After speaking-up at the United Nations Interfaith Conference
for Peace, he became founder and president of the Long Island
Men’s Center from 2005-2010.
• He was author of 7 Keys to Love.
• Sandy facilitates a monthly Wisdom Circle and a weekly
Saturday Night Conversation Club.
• He provides coaching and workshops in Life Skills for Effective
Living and also Briefings for a Better World.
• A list of past projects and references can be seen here.
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